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JESUS DVD

CHAPTER 1: In the Fullness of Time
Instructions: Fill in the blanks (as best as you can) while we watch this chapter of the Jesus DVD.
Answer the rest of the questions for homework.
1

The story of salvation begins (and ends) with a man, a woman, and a !"#$"%&.

2

God’s “rescue mission” didn’t come immediately. Over the centuries God sent $#'$("&!
to prepare us to receive His salvation in the fullness of time. Little by little He provided
)*+"! to help us recognize our Rescuer: how and where he would be born, what he would
do, and how he would have to suffer to save us.
3

The 1st prophecy that God would save us is called the $#'&'",-%."*/+0 which means
“the first Good News” (or “the first Gospel”).
4

The Prophet 0/)-( tells us the Messiah will be born in Bethlehem.

5

Israel is small enough to fit inside the state of 1*'#/2- about 7 times.

6

The word “Bethlehem” literally means 3('+!"4'145#"-26.

7

Contrary to popular belief, Jesus was probably not born in a barn, but in a )-,".

8

The doctrine (teaching) of the /%)-#%-&/'% is not easy to understand because it says that
Jesus was 100% Human (Man) and 100% Divine (God).
9

The most holy site in the world for the Jews is known as the “7"!&"#% Wall” (also known
as the “7-/*/%. Wall”), which is a part of the ancient Temple.
!
10
The name Jesus means “!-,/'#” or “God saves”.
11

Because King ("#'2 began killing all of the baby boys in Israel, the Holy Family (Jesus,
Mary, and Joseph) journeyed about 15 days to ".8$& After the king died, the Holy Family
traveled (for about 3 weeks) back to their hometown of %-9-#"&( where Jesus grew up.
12

Contrary to most pictures of Joseph and Jesus, carpenters at this time in Israel probably
worked with !&'%" and 0"&-* in addition to wood.
13

The time between Jesus’ birth and his ministry is commonly called “the 30 !/*"%& 8"-#!”
even though we know about Jesus teaching in the Temple at age 12.
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